Precise neural sequences are associated with the production of well-learned skilled behaviors. Yet, how neural 17 sequences arise in the brain remains unclear. In songbirds, premotor projection neurons in the cortical song nucleus 18 HVC are necessary for producing learned song and exhibit precise sequential activity during singing. Using cell-type 19 specific calcium imaging we identify populations of HVC premotor neurons associated with the beginning and ending 20 of singing-related neural sequences. We discovered neurons that bookend singing-related sequences and neuronal 21 populations that transition from sparse preparatory activity prior to song to precise neural sequences during singing.
INTRODUCTION

27
The sequential activation of neurons is implicated in a wide variety of behaviors, ranging from episodic memory 28 encoding and sensory processing to the voluntary production of skilled motor behaviors 1-10 . Neural sequences 29 develop through experience and have been described in several brain areas, including the motor cortex, 30 hippocampus, cerebellum, and the basal ganglia 3,7,11-20 . Although computational models provide important insights 31 into circuit architectures capable of sustaining sequenced activity 9,10,20-24 , our understanding of sequence initiation 32 and termination is still limited.
34
The precise neural sequences associated with birdsong provide a useful biological model for examining this issue.
35
Premotor projection neurons in the cortical vocal region HVC (HVC RA neurons, see legend Figure 1 for anatomical 36 abbreviations) exhibit precise sequential activity during song and current evidence suggests that this activity is 37 acutely necessary for song production 1,25-28 . HVC RA neurons are thought to be exclusively active during vocal 38 production, yet ~50% of recorded HVC RA neurons do not exhibit any activity during singing 1,6,27-29 , leaving the function 39 of much of this circuit unresolved. To examine the neural mechanisms associated with the initiation and termination 40 of singing we imaged from populations of HVC RA neurons in freely singing birds.
42
Motor planning and preparation activity are associated with accurate production of volitional motor movements 8,30 43 but are poorly described in the context of precise neural sequences or in the production of song. Here we show that 44 ~50% of HVC RA neurons are active during periods associated with preparation to sing and recovery from singing. One 45 population is only active immediately preceding and following song production, but not during either singing or non-46 vocal behaviors. A second population of neurons exhibits ramping activity before and after singing and can also 47 participate in precise neural sequences during song performance. Recordings from downstream neurons in the 48 motor cortical nucleus RA reveal neural activity prior to song initiation and during song termination. The control of 49 respiratory timing is essential for song 31 , and our measurements of respiratory activity suggest that pre-singing 50 activity in HVC RA neurons functions to coordinate changes in respiration necessary for song initiation. From these conventional retrograde tracing, anatomical measures of neuronal features, and post-hoc histological verification.
62
We found that this approach exclusively and uniformly labeled populations of HVC RA neurons (Figure 1c-f ).
64
To elicit courtship singing, we presented male birds with a female and imaged HVC RA neurons during song 65 performance (EDVideo 1). Given the slow decay times of calcium signals relative to singing behavior, we defined 66 neuronal activity by the rise times of calcium events that were >3 standard deviations (SD) above baseline (Figure 1g , 67 average rise time: 0.112 ± 0.047 s SD, see Methods). The activity of individual HVC RA neurons was time-locked to a 68 moment in the birds' song, with different neurons active at different moments in the song motif (Figure 1g-h ; onset 69 jitter = 55.0 ± 60.9 ms, populations imaged at 30 frames per second). We found that the sequential activity of HVC RA 70 neurons roughly coded for all moments in the song motif (Figure 1h) . These results provide the first glimpse of 71 activity across populations of identified HVC RA neurons during singing and support the idea that sparse and precise 72 neuronal sequences underlie the sequential structure of birdsong 1, 6, 27, 34, 35 showing HVC RA neuron somata (green) and their outputs (magenta) to the downstream motor nucleus RA. AAV9-Flex-CAG-79 GCaMP6s was injected into HVC (green syringe) and AAV9-CAG-Cre was injected into RA (magenta syringe) to selectively label 80 HVC RA neurons. c) In vivo two-photon maximum density projection of retrogradely labeled HVC RA neurons expressing GCaMP6s.
81
Scale bar = 100 µm. d) A cross-section of HVC showing GCaMP6s-labeled HVC RA neurons (green). The dashed line indicates where 82 the cranial window was made over HVC. Note the lack of labeling in the region directly ventral of HVC, known as the HVC shelf. 
97
The sequence of syllables in zebra finch song is stereotyped and unfolds in less than a second. Like other rapid and 98 precise motor movements, song may benefit from motor planning and preparatory activity; however, HVC RA neurons 99 have been hypothesized to exclusively represent temporal sequences for songs and calls, and to remain quiescent at 100 all other times 1,5,6,28,29,34 . To scrutinize this prediction, we examined the activity of HVC RA neurons prior to song onset, 101 in between song bouts, and immediately after singing (Figure 2a -c, EDFig. 1, song onset defined as the beginning of a 102 song-phrase, including introductory notes; see Methods for detailed definitions of phrases, song, and peri-song 103 behavior). For any given song phrase, we observed significant activity surrounding singing behavior, refuting the 104 hypothesis that HVC RA neuronal activity is restricted to periods of active song production. 30 out of 30 song phrases 105 from 6 birds exhibited 'peri-song' activity, defined as the 5 second intervals before and after singing, plus silent gaps 106 within song phrases. Slightly fewer HVC RA neurons were active during peri-song intervals (54.3% of neurons) than 107 during singing (59.9%), (t = -1.1, p = 0.29 two-sample t test; Figure 2b ). Of the neurons that were active during peri-108 song intervals, 40.6% were active prior to song onset, 17.8% were active following song offset, and 41.6% were active 109 before and after song (N=197 neurons, 6 birds, EDFig. 2). When we examined the timing of peri-song events, we 110 found no correlation in the timing of pre-song and post-song event onsets in neurons that were sparsely both before 111 and after song (EDFig. 3). Although neuronal populations displayed considerably more calcium events during song (t 112 = 5.635, p = 5.65 x10 -7 two-sample t, normalized song event rate = 24.09 events/s ± 15.95 SD, normalized peri-song 113 event rate = 6.97 events/s ± 3.72 SD), a substantial fraction of all recorded calcium events occurred within the 5 114 second intervals before or after song (997/2366 or 32.5% of all calcium events).
116
To better characterize these newly discovered activity profiles, we indexed the song and peri-song activity of all 117 HVC RA neurons throughout a day of singing (phrase index: range -1 to +1, with neurons exclusively active outside of 118 singing scoring -1 and neurons active only during singing +1, Figure 2c -d, see Methods). We found that HVC RA phrase 119 indices were not uniformly distributed (χ 2 (7, N = 223) = 46.3, p = 7.6 x 10 -8 , Chi-square goodness of fit test), with a 120 significant fraction (36%) falling at the extremes of this scale (Figure 2d) 
147
Another possibility is that peri-song activity is unrelated to singing and merely reflects low levels of spontaneous 148 activity intrinsic to HVC RA neurons. This was not the case, however, as HVC RA neurons were largely inactive outside of 149 pan-song intervals and were significantly more active during the peri-song periods than baseline (baseline calculated 150 6 from periods ≥10 s removed from periods of singing or calling, p = 8.4 x 10 -5 , Chi-square = 18.78 Friedman test, 151 baseline = 12.9% ±5.7 SD of fluorescence values normalized to song, pre-song = 26.9% ±14.7, and post-song = 30.2% 152 ±10.7). In addition, we examined the amplitudes of peri-song calcium events and found that they were larger than 153 events occurring during song (t = 3.2769, p = 0.0012, two-tailed t test, 279 fluorescence peaks measured from 154 neurons active during both peri-song and song, pan-song neurons with phrase indices between -0.18 to 0.18). We 155 also asked whether peri-song activity might relate to factors other than singing. We examined trials in which birds did 156 not sing to female birds but found no HVC RA neuron that responded solely to presentation of the female or during 157 non-song related movements of the head, beak, or throat, such as during eating, grooming, and seed-shelling ( Figure   158 2e, EDFig. 6). Indeed, our populations of HVC RA neurons only became substantially active prior to singing or calling.
159
Moreover, we found peri-song activity in the moments before and after undirected song bouts produced in isolation 160 (EDFig. 6 -7), suggesting that peri-song activity is unlikely to be solely associated with extraneous courtship behaviors 161 such as courtship dance.
163
We next examined the possibility that HVC RA neurons play a role in motor planning or preparation as birds prepare to 164 sing. We found pre-song activity in 28/30 song phrases analyzed. In the two instances when we did not detect any 165 pre-song activity, less than 6 HVC RA neurons were active within our imaging window during singing, indicating that 166 the lack of activity was likely the result of under sampling from the population. Electrophysiological recordings in 167 young zebra finches have identified HVC neurons that mark the onset of song bouts 5 , 'bout neurons' that burst 168 immediately prior to vocalizations. The vast majority of pre-song activity we describe occurs hundreds of milliseconds 169 to seconds prior to vocalizations, suggesting a role in planning or preparation to vocalize (96.2% of calcium events 170 occurred more than 100 ms prior to vocal onset and 65.6% occurred more than 1 second prior to vocal onset). Zebra 171 finches often sing a variable number of introductory notes prior to the first song motif of a song bout. Pre-song 172 activity (prior to introductory notes) could be related to the number of introductory notes to be sung, but we found 173 no correlation between pre-song event rates and the number of introductory notes (EDFig. 8). In 27/28 song phrases 174 we found increases in population activity greater than 3 SDs above baseline predicted song onset within the 175 following 4-5 seconds (2.44 s ±1.0 s SD, 28 song phrases from 5 birds). Calcium activity reached two-thirds of the 176 maximum pre-song activity only prior to song onset or prior to short vocalizations (EDFig. 9). Together, these results 177 indicate that HVC RA neuron activity is predictive of the voluntary production of courtship song and suggests a role for 178 this network in motor planning and in preparation to sing. EDFig. 11). Differences in pre-song activity profiles between peri-song and pan-song neurons (Kolmogorov-Smirnov,
202
K-S test, k = 0.26, p = 0.056) may support temporally coordinated network transitions as birds prepare to sing, 203 suggesting that neural sequences for song could emerge as part of changing network dynamics in HVC.
205
During production of song motifs, pan-song neurons exhibited sequential bursts of activity that roughly coded for all 206 moments in the bird's song, similar to sequencing previously described in song neurons. We found that pan-song and 207 song neurons had a similar probability of being active with each motif (song neurons probability of at least one 208 calcium event per motif P(motif) = 0.72 ± 0.32, pan-song neurons P(motif) = 0.66 ± 0.29, K-S test, p = 0.11; EDFig. 12); 209 however, we also noted that the probability of being active was lower than in electrophysiological recordings 1,28 . This 210 likely reflects limitations in event detection using single-photon calcium imaging. To better understand this, we 211 calculated signal to noise ratios (SNRs, signal defined as peak fluorescence of calcium events during song) between 212 pan-song neurons and song neurons during singing (SNR song neurons = 913.8 ±405.4 (7 neurons), pan-song neurons 213 = 638.3±248.2 SEM, n=36 neurons). We found no difference in SNR between these neurons (two-sample t test, p = 214 0.6; SNR calculated from 156 calcium events (28 from song neurons and 128 from pan-song neurons), suggesting that 215 although we are underestimating activity during singing, these limitations are unlikely to obscure differences 216 between pan-song and song neurons.
218
In addition to preceding song onset, neurons also marked the end of song phrases. Within 5 seconds after song 219 offset, peri-song neurons exhibited a sharp increase in activity followed by a gradual ramp-off (Figure 3a -c, h, j, and 220 EDFig. 11) whereas pan-song neurons only exhibited a ramp-off (Figure 3d-f, h, j) . Although the distribution of post-221 song activity differed between peri-song and pan-song neurons (K-S test, k = 0.2692, p = 0.0373), both populations 222 returned to baseline activity over similar timescales. The function of post-song activity is unclear but may provide a 223 circuit mechanism for birds to rapidly re-engage in song performances given appropriate social feedback or context.
224
Courtship singing is tightly coupled to social interaction with female birds and it is common for male birds to string 225 two or more song phrases together during courtship song 42 
256
To examine whether preparatory activity is a common circuit mechanism for the production of birdsong, we 257 recorded HVC and RA neural activity in another songbird species, Bengalese finches (Lonchura striata domestica).
258
Motor planning and preparation facilitate the accurate execution of fast and precise movements, which are common 259 to the songs of zebra finches and Bengalese finches, however, syllable sequences in Bengalese finches are less 260 stereotyped than those in zebra finches 44 . Using multi-channel neural recordings in HVC, we identified robust 261 preparatory activity several hundreds of milliseconds prior to song onset (Figure 4a-g) . Figure 5c ). We measured changes in RA 293 neuron activity in the period just prior to song initiation and just after the conclusion of each song bout (between 0.5 294 and 2.5 s before/after the first/last song syllable). As expected, we did not find substantial differences in spike rates 295 between non-singing and singing states (not shown) but found that the CV ISI for RA neurons changed significantly 296 during song, reaching higher values during pre-song, song, and post-song epochs as compared to spontaneous 297 activity (Figure 5d, p<0 .005, two-sided K-S tests). This suggests that HVC RA sequences associated with preparation to 298 sing propagate to downstream premotor circuits prior to song onset and that HVC continues to influence descending 299 motor pathways following song cessation. 
311
Pre-song activity could reflect motor planning (changes in network activity independent of changes in the motor 312 periphery) and/or motor preparation that functions to coordinate changes in the motor periphery as birds prepare to 313 sing. Song is a respiratory behavior that is primarily produced during expiration and silent intervals in the song 314 correspond to mini-breaths, which are rapid, deep inspirations 31,47 . How birds plan to sing or prepare the respiratory 315 system to sing is poorly understood, but there is evidence that prior to song onset, oxygen consumption decreases 316 and respiratory rate increases 43 . To explore the time course of changes in respiratory patterns in more detail, we 317 used air sac pressure recordings in singing zebra finches (Figure 6a-c (Figures 2 & 3) .
351
Preparatory activity in HVC RA neurons precedes the pre-bout activity observed in other classes of HVC neurons in 352 zebra finches and Bengalese finches (Figure 4) , suggesting that HVC RA neurons may seed network wide changes in 353 activity [39] [40] [41] . The rigid stereotypy of singing behavior enables comparisons from different levels of the nervous system 354 and periphery. We find that preparatory activity in HVC RA neurons drives descending motor commands via RA and 355 motor movements that set the stage for producing song (Figures 5 & 6) . Because song is a self-initiated, volitional 356 behavior, our findings further indicate that the HVC RA network either functions as a sensitive read-out of the decision 357 to sing or as an integral factor in the decision itself. window. The field of view that matched the 2-photon images was identified and the focal plane that enabled the 444 largest number of neurons to be in focus was selected. Dental acrylic was used to fix the baseplate in the desired 445 position and any exposed skull was covered with dental acrylic. Once the dental acrylic dried, the microscope was 446 removed from the baseplate and the bird was allowed to recover overnight. About 30 minutes before the birds' 447 subjective daytime, the microscope was attached to the counterbalance (Instech) with enough cable to allow the bird 448 to move freely throughout the cage. The microscope was then secured to the baseplate with a setscrew. The bird 449 was allowed to wake up and accommodate to the weight of the microscope over the next 2-3 days. 
484
Post-registration black borders were spatially cropped out. The resulting spatially-cropped, preprocessed, and motion 485 corrected calcium imaging datasets were exported for further analysis in custom Matlab scripts.
487
We performed ROI-based analysis on the motion-corrected calcium imaging datasets using previously described 488 methods 3 . ROIs were manually drawn around identifiable soma and a secondary ROI that extended 6 pixels around 489 the boundaries of the neuronal ROI was used to estimate background fluorescence (i.e. neuropil or other neurons).
490
The pixel values were averaged within the neuronal and background ROIs, and background fluorescence signal was 491 subtracted from neuronal signal. An iterative procedure using custom Matlab scripts were used to estimate baseline 492 fluorescence, noise, and active portions of the traces 3 . A subset of calcium images were re-analyzed using previously 493 described constrained non-negative matrix factorization (CNMF) methods, but calcium fluorescence traces were 494 identical to the traces pulled out by the ROI-based analysis 64 . Calcium traces generated by ROI-based analysis were 495 further deconvolved to produce inferred calcium traces using the pool adjacent violators algorithm (PAVA) 65 . The 496 deconvolved calcium traces were normalized to values between 1 and 0 to enable visualization of activity across 497 different neurons during the same trial. Calcium transients that were 3 SD. above baseline activity were recorded as 498 events. The corresponding onset times and the rise times to peak fluorescence of individual calcium transients were 499 correlated with synchronized behavior.
501
All calcium events were first categorized as falling into peri-song or song behavioral epochs. Peri-song was limited to 502 the 5 second period before song onset (including introductory notes) and the 5 second period after offset of the last 503 syllable. These event counts were used to assign a Phrase index to all imaged neurons. Neurons that had fewer than 504 2 calcium events recorded over a day of singing were excluded from further analysis because sparsity of calcium 505 events could spuriously identify neurons as peri-song or song exclusive. We combined the number of calcium events 506 from neurons imaged across multiple trials during the same day. Neurons imaged across multiple days were treated 507 as unique neurons. The phrase index was calculated as a ratio of the total number of song events imaged from a 508 neuron during a day subtracted by the number of peri-song events to the total number of calcium events. This 509 bounded the phrase index to values of -1 (peri-song exclusive) and +1 (Song exclusive). We used the phrase index to 510 examine the timing properties of neurons active only during peri-song, song, or both behavioral epochs.
512
To examine the distribution of calcium events, we generated histograms with bin sizes of 200 ms. Calcium event 513 onset times were shifted to negative values if they occurred prior to song onset. Calcium events occurring after song 
530
We measured the SNR of events occurring during song for a subset of pan-song and song neurons. The SNR was 531 calculated as a ratio of peak fluorescence for each song event per neuron to the average fluorescence from baseline 532 period within the trial (as above, 5s of fluorescent activity that was ≥10s removed from periods of singing or calling).
533
We determined the average SNR for each neuron and examined differences between pan-song and song neurons. 
551
Recorded signals were bandpass filtered (0.3-5kHz) and negative signal peaks exceeding 4 SD of spontaneous activity 552 (no-song period separated more than 10 seconds from nearest song bouts) were interpreted as multi-unit spikes. In 553 total 38, 62, and 212 song onsets, and 42, 23, and 280 offsets were identified in these birds, respectively. We 554 produced firing rate-traces from each electrode channel with 10ms resolution and averaged them across song 555 renditions. After smoothing by moving average with 500ms window, the averaged firing rates were normalized into 0 556 to 1 as spanning between respective mean firing rates during spontaneous activity and singing (0-3s after song onset) 557 to remove any bias among channels to obtain the general trend of onset-and offset-related firing across channels 558 and birds.
559
The significance of activity elevation during pre-song, song, and post-song periods from the spontaneous activity 560 level was tested by Wilcoxon signed-rank test with significant level at 0.05 after Bonferroni correction for multiple 561 comparison.
563
Onset of pre-song and offset of post-song activity were estimated for each channel as the smoothed spike rate 564 trajectory was exceeded a threshold which was defined as mean + 2 SD of the spontaneous spike rate. 565 566 567
Single-unit and multiunit recordings of RA neurons were collected from six adult (>140 days old) male Bengalese 568 finches as described previously 66 . All procedures were approved by the Emory University Institutional Animal Care 569 and Use Committee. Briefly, an array of four or five high-impedance microelectrodes was implanted above RA. We 570 advanced the electrodes through RA using a miniaturized microdrive to record extracellular voltage traces as birds 571 produced undirected song (i.e., no female bird was present). We used a previously described spike sorting algorithm 572 to classify individual recordings as single-unit or multiunit 67 . In total, we recorded 19 single units (multiunit 573 recordings were not analyzed further in this study). Based on the spike waveforms and response properties of the 574 recordings, all RA recordings were classified as putative projection neurons 67-69 .
576
Analysis of Chronic Recording Data
577
To analyze the variation in inter-spike-interval (ISI) in different time periods ( Figure 5 ), we restricted our analysis to 578 cases in which we collected at least one recording that included the relevant song epoch. "Spontaneous" epochs 579 were sampled from neural activity recorded more than 10 sec after the nearest song bout. "Pre-song" activity was 580 sampled from between 2.5 and 0.5 s prior to the first song syllable or introductory note. "Song" activity was sampled 581 from the onset of the first song syllable until the offset of the last syllable in a bout. "Post-song" activity was sampled 582 from between 0.5 and 2.5 s after the offset of the last syllable in a bout. In some cases, we did not have sufficient 583 data available from all epochs for all neurons (note the variation in the number of neurons included in the analyses 584 shown in Fig. 5d ). 585 586 587
Air Sac Recording Procedures
588
Subsyringeal air pressure was recorded from six birds in directed singing conditions. Directed song was defined as a 589 female presented in an adjacent cage during a two-hour recording period. Data from four of the birds were re-590 analyzed from a previously published study (Cooper & Goller, 2006) and data from two additional birds were 591 collected to replicate the effects observed in the previously collected data 70 . As described in (Secora et al. 2004 ), 592 each bird was accustomed to carrying a pressure transducer that was held in place on the bird's back with an elastic 593 band 71 . To facilitate relatively free lateral and vertical movement in the cage, the weight of the transducer was offset 594 by a counter-balance arm. Subsyringeal air pressure surgery was performed after birds sang while carrying the 595 pressure transducer. Prior to insertion of the air pressure cannula, animals were deeply anesthetized as verified by 596 an absence of a toe-pinch response. A small opening in the body wall below the last rib was made with a fine pair of 597
